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Abstract Over the last 20 years Runtime Verification (RV)
has grown into a diverse and active field, which has stimulated
the development of numerous theoretical frameworks and
practical tools. Many of the tools are at first sight very different
and challenging to compare. Yet, there are similarities. In
this work, we classify RV tools within a high-level taxonomy
of concepts. We first present this taxonomy and discuss its
different dimensions. Then, we survey the existing RV tools
and, where possible with the support of tool authors, classify
them according to the taxonomy. While the classification
continually evolves, this article presents a snapshot with 60
state-of-the-art RV tools. We believe that this work is an
important step in establishing a common terminology in RV
and enabling a meaningful comparison of existing RV tools.

1 Introduction
Runtime Verification (RV) [24, 76, 78, 115] (or runtime monitoring) is (broadly) the study of methods to analyse the dynamic behaviour of computational systems. The most typical
analysis is to check if a given run of a system satisfies a given
specification, otherwise, when possible, alter the run such that
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it does. It is this general setting (and its variants) that we consider in this article. Whilst topics such as specification mining
or trace visualisation are generally considered to be within
this broad field, we do not include them in our discussion.
This article presents a taxonomy of RV frameworks and
tools and uses this taxonomy to classify a large number of existing tools. It thereby extends an earlier work presented at the
RV 2018 conference [79]. Specifically, this article expands and
refines a number of points in the taxonomy and provides additional explanations. It also significantly extends the classification from 20 to 60 tools. Most newly added tools were classified by the tool authors themselves as part of a comprehensive
survey within the RV community, which we have conducted.
This work is timely for a number of reasons. Firstly, after
more than 15 years of maturing, the field has reached a point
where such a general view is needed. The last significant
attempt at a taxonomy was in 2004 [64] and had a distinctly
different focus to our own. Secondly, a number of activities,
such as the runtime verification competitions [21,23,81,139],
the RV-CuBES workshop [137, 140], two schools dedicated
to RV [54, 77], and a COST action [1], which included the
development of a tutorial book on the topic [22], have put the
development of runtime verification tools into focus.
Contributions. This article has two main contributions:
– We present a detailed taxonomy that defines seven major
concepts used to classify RV approaches (Section 3). Each
concept is refined and explained, with areas of possible
further refinement identified.
– We carry out a survey among the RV tool authors that results in the classification of 60 tools according to our taxonomy (Section 4). This both extends and subsumes the previous classification [79], which focused on only 20 tools
and was performed without involving the tool authors.
We then discuss what we have learned from these two activities
(Section 5) before concluding with some comments on how
we see this work developing in the future (Section 6).
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2 A Brief Introduction to Runtime Verification
The field of RV is broad and the used terminology is not yet
unified, although there have been attempts to standardise some
concepts [24, 78, 115]. One issue with terminology is that it
often fixes some part of the taxonomy which we introduce
shortly. For instance, terminology may assume something
about the role of a particular component or its relation with
another component. For the sake of clarity within this article,
we fix the following terms at a relatively abstract level:
– Monitored system. The system consisting of software,
hardware, or a combination of the two, that is being
monitored. Its behaviour is usually abstracted as a trace.
– Initial system. A version of the monitored system that is
not monitored and thus not affected by monitoring.
– Trace. A finite sequence of observations that represents
(or in some cases approximates) the behaviour of interest
in the monitor system. The process of extracting/recording
the trace is usually referred to as instrumentation.
– Property. A partition of the set of all traces. This may
simply be a separation of traces into two sets or a more
refined classification of traces.
– Specification. A concrete description of a property using
a well-defined formalism.
– Monitor. A runtime object that is used to check properties.
The monitor will receive observations from the trace (usually incrementally) and may optionally send information
back to the monitored system, or to some other source.
– RV framework. A collection consisting of a specification formalism, monitoring algorithm(s) (for generating
and executing monitors), and (optional) instrumentation
techniques that allows for runtime verification.
– RV tool. A concrete instance of an RV framework.
– Overhead. Any form of performance penalty sustained
by the monitored system and caused by the RV tool.
To make these terms more concrete, without committing to a
particular interpretation, we present two illustrative example
scenarios that will be used throughout the following section.
Example 1 (File system) Consider the setting of ensuring that
the usage of a file system is correct. The monitored system
may be the file system itself or it may be an application using
the file system. Either system could be instrumented to record
a sequence of file operations as discrete events to form a trace.
Events would contain information about the name of each
executed file operation as well as additional metadata such
as the relevant file handler, the user, access permissions and
so on. Properties of interest would include ensuring that files
are opened before being read, that opened files are eventually
closed, and that files are accessed with the correct permissions.
Example 2 (Hybrid engine) Consider the setting of monitoring the behaviour of a hybrid engine in an automobile. The
monitored system is the embedded system, which itself con-

sists of a combination of distributed software and hardware
components. The trace may be a set of continuous signals
recorded at different locations within the monitored system.
The monitor is itself an embedded system and may either
be centralised or distributed. Properties of interest would
include checking that the electric power does not fall below a
certain threshold for more than a given period, the average
fuel consumption is within a given range, or the shift between
engine modes occurs within a certain delay of being triggered.
Later, we will see examples of how properties for each
example may be specified and monitored.
3 A Taxonomy of Runtime Verification
This section describes a taxonomy of runtime verification. Figure 1 provides a general overview of the taxonomy which identifies the seven major concepts (and is limited to the first two
levels for readability reasons). This taxonomy provides a hierarchical organisation of the major concepts used in the field.
Development process. This taxonomy was developed in an
iterative process alongside the classification presented in
Section 4. The seven main conceptual areas were identified
as an initial starting point and extended with established
dichotomies (e.g., offline vs online monitoring). Sub-concepts
were then added and refined based on the focused classification
process and a wider survey of tools (involving over 50 tools,
not described in this article). We have attempted to ensure
that the taxonomy remains as general and flexible as possible.
Relations between nodes. We do not capture concepts such
as mutual exclusion or interdependence between nodes graphically but aim to describe these in the text. In most cases the
final level of the taxonomy captures some concrete instances
of a particular (sub-)concept and it is at this level where such
relations are most important.
The remainder of this section focuses on each of the
seven major concepts and expands the description along the
corresponding branches.

3.1 Specification
The specification part of the taxonomy is depicted in Figure 2.
A specification describes the intended system behaviour
(property), that is what one wants to check when monitoring
the system. It is one of the main inputs to an RV framework
and it is formulated before running the system.
A specification exists within the context of a general system model i.e., the abstraction of the monitored system. The
main purpose of such a model is to define the information that
can be obtained by observing the monitored system (see Section 3.5), but it may also define other contextual information.
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Fig. 1: Mind map overviewing the taxonomy of Runtime Verification
A specification itself can be organised in a centralised
or decentralised fashion, in relation to the system being monitored. Centralised specifications are more common; they are
monolithic descriptions of the intended system behaviour and
abstract away from the system architecture. Decentralised
specifications are organised in interdependent modules; their
organisation can follow the monitored system’s architecture
or some other logical structure [72, 74, 85, 114, 130, 131, 146].
Moreover, a specification can be either implicit or explicit, depending on the desired behaviour to be monitored.

(or moduli) by zero, arithmetic overflows, incorrect downcasts
and coercions, uncaught exceptions, etc. Second is correct
concurrent behaviour which aims at guaranteeing absence of
deadlocks, the atomicity of operations, the absence of data
races, missed signals and order violations [116]. Third is
system security which revolves around specifying flavors of
integrity, confidentiality, and availability. The final layers of
implicit specification sub-concepts shown in Figure 2 are
non-exhaustive lists of prominent examples.

Implicit specifications. An implicit specification is used in
an RV framework when there is a general understanding of
the particular desired behaviour. RV tools do not require their
users to explicitly formulate and enter implicit specifications.
Implicit specifications generally aim at avoiding runtime
errors/violations (that typically would not be caught by a compiler or before the system deployment). Such runtime errors
can be critical. Three categories of implicit specifications can
be distinguished. First is (memory) safety [153, 156], whose
purpose is to ensure proper accesses to the system memory
by avoiding accesses to undefined memory. Safety precludes
memory errors [162] such as use after free, buffer over-reads
and overflows, null pointer dereferences, as well as divisions

Explicit specifications. An explicit specification is one provided by the user of an RV framework and formally expresses
a monitored system’s property. It can complement the properties checked by the compiler of a language (e.g., errors that
would not be caught by type checking). An explicit specification denotes a function from traces to some output domain
(discussed below), which encodes the classification of traces
as defined by the specified property. An explicit specification
is written in the RV framework’s specification formalism,
which belongs to some paradigm. For instance, specifications
may describe the above-mentioned function operationally
(e.g., as a finite-state automaton) or declaratively (e.g., as
a temporal logic formula). The specification formalism can
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Example 3 (Specification paradigm and modality) For the
file system from Example 1, we consider the simple property:
a file must be opened before being read and must be closed
before the end of the program. The property may be formally
expressed as below by a finite state automaton (left) or in
linear temporal logic (right), assuming that the system model
is a trace consisting of individual file operations.
read, open
open

1


2



(read → (¬close S open))
∧(open → close)





close

close

∀ f .  (open( f , m) → (#[read( f ) | ∃m 0 .open( f , m 0)] ≤ m))
The expression #[A | B] counts the number of occurrences of
A over the (shortest) part of the previous trace making B true.
Example 5 (Operators over parameters) In Example 2 (Hybrid engine), we may have access to a real-valued signal ep that
provides values of the current electric power. In our taxonomy,
a real-valued signal can be seen as a special case of a parametric observation with a single real-valued parameter. In the
trace part of the taxonomy (Section 3.5), we capture the distinction between signals represented as a (discrete) sequence of
observations and as a (continuous) closed-form expressions.
In stream-based specification formalisms it is common
to use functions on signals to transform them into Boolean
signals, which indicate whether a property is satisfied by
the system over time. Such functions are examples of the
operators over parameters. For instance, we might specify
that electric power stays above a threshold E simply as
(ep > E)



An automaton is operational, it describes the operations that
should be taken to process the input to compute the output. The
states capture information about the past and the transitions
capture requirements about future actions/requirements. As
such, automata can be considered as capturing a past implies
future modality scheme. Automata that process the input in
the reverse order capture the dual future implies past modality.
The temporal logic formula uses a past-time operator
S to state that if read is observed then in the past the file
should have been opened and not closed in the meantime.
The formula also uses the future-time operator to capture
the requirement that the file is eventually closed. As the
specification simply declares what should happen (and not
how to check this) the approach is declarative.

Example 4 (Parametric specification) In Example 3, we saw
a property over propositions indicating whether a file was
opened, read, or closed. However, we may wish to identify different files and use parametric observations such as
open(readme.txt), which contains a runtime value denoting
the opened file name. The specification formalism may then
introduce new operators such as quantification or counting
over the parameters. One could then specify that when opening a file f the file can be read at most m times (reset when
the file is opened again), where the bound m is given when
the file is opened as shown below.


offer different features used to model the expected behaviour
according to the dimensions discussed below.
The specification formalism may support different modalities. Some formalisms restrict assertions to the current observation whereas others support assertions over the past or
future observations. In some cases, these different modalities
are crucial for the formalism’s expressiveness; in other cases
they only improve usability (e.g., by improving conciseness).

A key dimension is how specifications or a specification
formalism handle data in observations. The simple case is
when observations are propositional, i.e., they are assumed
to be atomic and unstructured (e.g., simple names). Otherwise, we say that the approach is parametric: observations
are associated with a list of (possibly named) runtime values,
called parameters. The structure of these parameters may have
different complexity, e.g., they may be simple primitive values or values with a complex hierarchical structure, like XML
documents or runtime objects. The specification formalism
must support ways of predicating on the structure of complex
parameters. The operators over parameters supported by the
specification language may also vary. For example, whether
it is possible to compare parameters in different ways (e.g.,
more than equality) or whether quantification (e.g., first-order,
freeze quantification, or pseudo-quantification via templates)
over parameters is supported [95, 97, 101].

Alternatively, we may have a reference signal epref that we
want ep to track with some allowed deviation (∆), for example:
diff = abs(ep − epref )
error = diff > ∆

Note that the two specifications above differ in the way
they formalise the respective properties. The former captures
desirable behaviour, while the latter captures undesirable behaviour. Operators >, −, and abs are applied point-wise to the
values of signals ep, epref , and diff, as well as to the constant
values E and ∆. The relation of such real-valued signals to
the system and each other is discussed later (Section 3.5).
A specification can also express constraints over time.
Such constraints refer either to logical time or physical time.
In the case of logical time, the specification describes
the desired relative ordering between observations. Such
an order can be total (e.g., when monitoring a monolithic
single-threaded program) or partial (e.g., when monitoring
a multi-threaded program or a distributed system).
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In the case of physical time, the specification describes
the desired physical time that must elapse between the observations of a running the system. The observations are then
associated with physical time (called timestamps), the domain
of which can be discrete or dense.
To exploit the properties of physical time (e.g., monotonicity) to improve performance, RV tools typically implement
special provisions to monitor constraints over physical time.
However, there is a special case where some tools treat
physical time as any other parameter associated with observations. Such approaches typically do not offer specification
formalisms with native support for expressing physical time
constraints, but rather rely on the operators over parameters.
Example 6 (Logical and physical time) For Example 1 (File
system), let us consider the property that a file should only be
read if it was opened in the last five minutes. We might specify
this in a past-time metric temporal logic where temporal
operators are extended with time intervals. For example

 read → (¬close S[0,5] open)
should be read as it is always the case that if a read occurs then
at some point in the past 5 time units a open occurred with
no close occurring in-between. Note that the specification
assumes that the granularity of the physical time is in minutes.
In contrast to the specifications in Example 3, which
express constraints over logical time, the specification in this
example expresses a constraint over physical time.
Example 7 (Time as data) The property from Example 6 can
also be expressed using the time as data paradigm where
events are extended with timestamps. For example


read( f , t) →
∀ f , s, t. 
(¬close( f ) S (open( f , s) ∧ s + 5 ≥ t))
introduces two timestamps (t and s) as well as quantifying
over the file being operated on ( f ). The time-as-data paradigm
is more common in some operational languages, such as the
following quantified automaton, where time is more difficult
to incorporate into standard operators.
open( f , s)
∀f
1

2

read( f , t) s+5≥t
open( f , s)

close( f )

This automaton states that, for each file, the system can be
in one of two safe states: either the file is closed and cannot be
read; or it is open and each read must occur within 5 minutes
of the previous open event.
Example 8 (Dense time) Extending Example 5, we may want
to allow ep to track epref with some delay, i.e., the signal may
deviate from the reference for a brief period of time.

Consider specifying that electric power does not fall
below the threshold E for more than a given time period .
fall = ep(t) < E
recover = ep(t + ) ≥ E
error = fall ∧ ¬recover

Here, signals are indexed using physical time. Signals in
Example 5 are indexed implicitly with the same time.
Operational languages for specifications over dense time
also include timed automata and their extensions to handle
data. Such automata are extended with a (finite) set of realvalued clocks that can be checked and reset along transitions.
The last dimension of an explicit specification concept
is the output assigned to the traces. Specifically, it is the
codomain of the function fixed by the explicit specification.
In the standard case, the specification associates verdicts
to a trace. The verdicts indicate specification satisfaction or
violation and may range over a domain extending the Boolean
domain. A more refined output includes a witness in addition
to the verdict, e.g., a set of bindings of values to free variables
in the specification that lead to violations. Another form of
refinement is to output events, which may be created or come
from the execution. When events are created, these are aggregation or fusion of existing (information) events, while when
events come from the execution these are typically important
events witnessing violation or satisfaction of the specification.
Robustness information extends classical verdicts by providing a quantitative assessment of the (degree of) specification
satisfaction or violation. Finally, the output frequency can be
a single piece of information or a sequence of information.
For instance, the standard semantics of temporal logic defines
formula satisfaction at any point in an infinite word. Hence,
such specifications may denote functions from words to sequences of verdicts. Note that for specifications in general the
output may be a sequence of some arbitrary information (e.g.,
witnesses). These are computed based on the specification
and the data from the observations.
Example 9 (Verdicts) Given the property and its specification
in Example 6, we might observe a timed trace
open0 read3 read6 close7 read8 close9 open12 read14

that violates the property. Note that besides having a file
operation name, each observation also has a timestamp.
The output may simply be to report that the trace violates
the specification. It may additionally identify the 3rd event
as the (first) witness of the violation. Another approach
might be to quantify the violation by measuring the distance
between the given trace and an accepting one based on some
established distance measure. In this case, two events (the 3rd
and 5th) should be altered to get a satisfying trace. Finally, we
may want a sequence of verdicts each stating if the formula
is satisfied at a point in the trace. This effectively amounts to
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evaluating the subformula φ of a formula  φ at each point in
the trace. In this case, the stream would be:

generation

monitor

execution

true true false true false true true true

open( f1, 0) read( f1, 3) read( f1, 6) read( f2, 8)

When monitoring this trace, the output may look as follows:
true true false( f 7→ f1, s 7→ 0, t 7→ 6) false( f 7→ f2, t 7→ 8).

In particular it includes bindings of variables f , s, and t from
the specification as witnesses for each violation in the trace.
Finally, the two last concepts related to specifications in
general are their monitorability and enforceability. At an
abstract level, a specification is said to be monitorable if
it is worth runtime verifying such specification because a
verdict can be reached eventually. While a specification is
said enforceable if such specification can be enforced on the
system. Both monitorability and enforceability rely on various
assumptions, e.g., on the faithfulness of the observations or on
the effectiveness of the enforcement actions used to modify
the initial system behaviour. We refer to [24] and [76, 80] for
overviews of monitorability and enforceability, respectively.
3.2 Monitor
The monitor part of the taxonomy is depicted in Figure 3.
A monitor is a main component of a runtime verification
framework. The monitor is a component that performs checks
on the execution of a system as prescribed by the specification.
The checks can be seen as decision problems solved by a
decision procedure, which the monitor implements.
A decision procedure implemented by a monitor can
be either analytical or operational. Analytical decision procedures query and scan information about the observations
(e.g., from a database) to determine whether some condition
holds in the current execution. Operational decision procedures are those based on automata or formula rewriting. In
an automata-based decision procedure, the monitor relies
on some automata-like formalism (either classical finite-state
automata or richer variants) to perform the required checks.
The rewrite-based decision procedure is based on a set of
(possibly predefined) rewrite rules triggered by a new event.
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Fig. 3: Mind map for the monitor part of the taxonomy
Example 11 (Decision Procedures) To contrast the different
forms of decision procedures, we consider different monitoring algorithms for a form of first-order LTL and a new property
in the setting of Example 1: every file that is written to is
eventually saved and then closed. We might specify this as
ψ = ∀ f .  (write( f ) → (save( f ) ∧
def



Example 10 (Witnesses) Given the property and its specification in Example 7, we expect a trace with time encoded as
an additional parameter in some observations.

interpreted



which is straightforward to compute if φ is a past-time formula.
For bounded future formulas the result is potentially delayed,
while for arbitrary future formulas the definitive true or false
verdicts may not be known without inspecting an infinite
trace. To address this, some specifications refine the set of
verdicts to {true, false, ?}, where ? indicates an inconclusive
result. Further refinements of this set also exist.

close( f )))

There are then three approaches to monitoring that we exemplify on the following simple trace
write(A) save(A) write(B) close(A) close(B)

which does not satisfy the property as file B is not saved.
An analytical approach might store the trace as a temporal database, e.g., a sequence of tables where each table gives
the interpretation of an event at a current time point. We can
then identify which files violate the property by interpreting
the logical operations using operations from relational algebra. In this case, we would incrementally perform a union
with the write table and antijoins with the (union of the) save
and close tables. Here the result would be table consisting of
a single line for the B file. While approaches that work with
finite tables are limited to a safety-fragment in which queries
guarantee finite output, there also exist generalisations that
operate on finite representations of infinite relations [31, 99].
An automata-based operational approach might generate the following non-deterministic automaton where variables are bound on their first match.
write( f )
write( f )

1

save( f )

2

close( f )

3

4

Evaluating the trace on this would identify a final set of
configurations {h4, [ f 7→ A]i, h2, [ f 7→ B]i}. The existence
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of a non-accepting state in this configuration would indicate
that the trace does not satisfy the property.
A rewrite-based operational approach might directly
rewrite the formula using the trace as follows
write(A)



=⇒ ψ ∧

close(A)
close(A) ∧ (save(B) ∧

close(A)





=⇒ ψ ∧ (save(B) ∧

close(B)





=⇒ ψ ∧ (save(B) ∧





=⇒ ψ ∧

write(B)

close(A))



save(A)





ψ =⇒ ψ ∧ (save(A) ∧

close(B))

close(B))
close(B))

As the final formula is not satisfied by the empty trace, the
trace does not satisfy the property.
When designing monitors, it is desirable that its decision
procedure guarantees several properties. Intuitively, a sound
monitor never provides incorrect output, while a complete
monitor always provides an output. The properties reflect
how much confidence one can have in the output of monitor
and how much confidence one can have that a monitor will
produce an output, respectively.
Soundness and completeness cannot be guaranteed in
situations where, for instance, some form of sampling is used
and thus not all observations are received by the monitor.
Similarly, when the order of observations as received by the
monitor does not match the execution order. In such cases,
the monitor can perform two kinds of prediction. Firstly, a
monitor may use a model of the monitored system to predict
the possible future system executions, evaluate all of them,
and output a prediction. Secondly, a monitor may predict
potential errors in alternative concurrent executions (which
are not actually observed by the monitor).
A monitor is impartial when the produced outputs are
not contradictory over time. Finally, a monitor can anticipate
the output. This resembles prediction but the knowledge used
by the monitor in this case comes only from the monitored
specification. Impartiality and anticipation are properties
of the semantics of the specification language itself, which
may or may not be realised by the given decision procedure.
For example, a language may allow anticipation but a given
decision procedure may not realise this property.
Example 12 (Impartial and anticipatory verdicts) To demonstrate the different properties of a decision procedure consider
the property given in Example 3 that a file must be opened
before being read and must be closed before the end of the
program. A decision procedure that returns a false verdict
when a file has been opened but not closed (e.g., from state 2
in the automaton given in Example 3) would not be impartial
as the verdict could become true on observing a file close
event. A decision procedure that returns a false verdict when
a file is read without being opened correctly anticipates that
no future events can change the outcome.

The monitor may be generated explicitly from the specification (e.g., an automaton synthesised from an LTL formula)
or may exist implicitly (e.g., a rewrite system defined in an
internal domain-specific language). Finally, a monitor must be
executed. This might proceed directly if the monitor is given
as code, e.g., when the monitor is either already implemented
as some extension of a programming language (i.e., an internal domain-specific language), or the synthesis step from
generation directly produced executable code. Otherwise, the
monitor is said to be interpreted. The key difference between
the two approaches is whether each monitor is implemented
by a separate piece of code (direct) or there is a generic monitoring code that is parametrised by some monitor information
(interpreted). Fig. 4 illustrates the different approaches to
generation and execution.

Example 13 (Generation and execution) To illustrate the different notions of generation and execution, let us return to
the approaches discussed in Example 11. In the automatabased operational approach we had to generate the automaton
from the logical specification but in the other approaches
the monitor (e.g., the structure required to evaluate the trace)
was implicit. In all cases, we could view monitoring as interpreting the monitor over the data. But the automaton-based
approach could have been further compiled down into code
that directly computed the next configurations without the
need for interpretation.
To make the different approaches illustrated in Fig. 4 concrete we provide examples of tools (from the classification,
see Section 4) that fit into each category. DejaVu [98] explicitly generates Scala monitors from FO-PLTL formulas and
then directly executes these monitors (as programs) on traces.
Eagle [16] explicitly generates monitors (from fixed-point temporal logic formulas) as in-memory objects that are then interpreted by the (rewriting-based) monitoring algorithm. Monitors in BeepBeep [92] are implicitly constructed from a library
and then executed directly. Monitors in MonPoly [31] are implicitly defined as formulas that are then interpreted as queries.
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3.3 Deployment
The deployment part of the taxonomy is depicted in Figure 5.
By deployment, we refer to how the monitor is effectively
implemented, organised, how it retrieves the observations
from the system, and when it does so.
The notion of stage describes when the monitor operates,
with respect to the execution of the system. Runtime verification is said to apply offline when the monitor runs after the system finished executing and thus has access to the complete system execution (e.g., a log file). It is said to apply online when
the monitor runs while the system executes and thus observes
the current execution and a part of its history. In the online
case, the communication and connection between the monitor
and the system can be synchronous or asynchronous, respectively depending on whether the monitored system stops
executing while the monitor analyses the retrieved observation. It is possible for a monitor to be partially synchronous
if it synchronises on some but not all observations.
The notion of placement describes where the monitor
operates in reference to the monitored system. Therefore, this
concept only applies when the stage is online. Traditionally,
the monitor is said to be inline (resp. outline) when it executes in the same (resp. in a different) address space as/than
the monitored system.
Pragmatically, the difference between inline and outline
is a matter of instrumentation. An inline tool implicitly
includes some form of instrumentation, used to extract observations and inline the monitor in the monitored system.
In contrast, outline tools typically provide an interface
for receiving observations. Such an interface may be exposed
the monitor in the same programming language as used by
the monitored system, which would then just call it directly.

Otherwise, the interface would be invoked via some communication middleware (e.g., OS pipes or RPCs). There is
a grey area between the two in the instance of tools that provide an outline interface but may also automatically generate
instrumentation code.
Instrumentation may be at the hardware or software
level with further subdivisions of these concepts covered in
Section 4.
Example 14 (Instrumentation) To highlight two different
approaches to instrumentation, let us consider the instrumentation required for our two running examples. In the file
system setting (Example 1), our instrumentation will be at
the software level. If we are monitoring a Java program to
ensure it uses files properly we might inline our monitors via
tools such as AspectJ [113] (instrumentation at the source
level) or BISM [154] (instrumentation at the bytecode level)
meaning that the monitored program and monitors run within
the same Java Virtual Machine. In the hybrid engine setting
(Example 2), instrumentation is likely to be at the hardware
level with specific circuitry employed to relay signals to a the
monitor, which will necessarily be outline.
Lastly, the architecture of the monitor may be centralised
(e.g., deployed as one monolithic component) or decentralised (e.g., deployed as multiple synchronously or asynchronously communicating components).
Example 15 (Deployment) We provide examples of tools
(from the classification, see Section 4) that fit into various
categories with respect to deployment. The detectER [50] tool
runs asynchronously alongside a monitored Erlang program
(e.g., online) placing monitors outline with instrumentation
occurring via Virtual Machine tracing. Conversely, JavaMOP [119] uses AspectJ to weave generated monitors into
Java programs (placing them inline) to be executed online
synchronously. Finally, tools such as Hydra [135] and DecentMon [36] operate offline on collected traces.

3.4 Reaction
The reaction part of the taxonomy is depicted in Figure 6. By
reaction, we refer to the activity that the monitor performs after
checking the specification. It may actively affect the execution
of the monitored system, or passively report information.
Reaction is said to be passive when the monitor does not
influence1 the execution of the monitored system. A passive
monitor is typically an observer, only collecting information.
This means that there are assumptions and/or guarantees that
the analysis performed by monitor did not alter the execution
and thus the reported information is accurate (e.g., to ensure
1 We note that the total absence of influence is impossible because of
the need for instrumentation; see Section 3.6.
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Fig. 6: Mind map for the reaction part of the taxonomy
the soundness of verdicts by the absence of false positive
and negatives). Examples of guarantees include a form of
behavioural equivalence (e.g., simulation or bisimulation,
or their weak variants) between the initial system and the
monitored system.
Passive monitors typically produce the specification output (i.e., the elements of the codomain of the function denoted
by the explicit specification). Alternatively, they may provide
an explanation of a specification output (e.g., a part of the
trace containing observations that lead to the specific output)
or statistics (e.g., the number of violated/satisfied specifications, or the number of times the inconclusive verdict ?
was output before a conclusive verdict is reached) about a
specification output.
Reaction is said to be active when the monitor affects
the execution of the monitored system. Active reaction also
encompasses the cases where the monitor modifies the output
of the monitored system (e.g., by modifying the computed
results, reducing or augmenting the output information).
Active reaction is only possible when the stage of monitoring is online (see Section 3.3), i.e., the monitor executes along
with the monitored system. An active monitor would typically
affect the execution of the system when a violation is detected.
Various active reactions are possible. A so-called enforcement monitor can try to prevent property violations from
occurring by forcing the system to adhere to the specification.
When a violation occurs, a monitor can execute recovery
code to mitigate the effect of the fault and let the program
either terminate or pursue the execution from a safer state. A
monitor can also raise exceptions that were already present in
the initial system. Finally, the monitor can launch mechanisms
that roll back the system to its latest correct state.

3.5 Trace
The trace part of the taxonomy is depicted in Figure 7. The
notion of trace appears in two places in an RV framework
and this distinction is captured by the role concept.
An observed trace is the sequence of observations extracted from the monitored system and examined by the
monitor. Conversely the trace model is the mathematical
object forming part of the semantics of the specification
formalism. It corresponds to the system model concept in the

specification part of the taxonomy (see Section 3.1). Clearly,
RV frameworks must connect the two trace concepts, but
it is important to state the properties that each concept has
separately. For example, trace models may be infinite (as in
standard LTL) whilst observed traces are necessarily finite –
in such case the monitoring approach must evaluate a finite
trace with respect to a property over infinite traces. A trace
model must define the notions of time and data, present in
the specification (see Section 3.1).
The extraction of the observed trace depends on the
particular observation sampling technique and the precision
at which the observations are made.
Sampling is said to be event triggered if the monitor
receives an observation whenever some event of interest
happens in the monitored system. Common events of interest
are function calls/returns, relevant state changes, reception of
input, or emission of output.
Sampling is said to be time triggered when there exists
a fairly regular period at which observations are collected
in the monitored system and sent to the monitor. The term
sampling here reflects the fact that any trace will only collect
a relevant subset of actual behaviours. If the monitoring tool
assumes that the trace contains all relevant events then it is
precise. Otherwise, it is imprecise and the tool must take the
imprecision into account. Reasons for imprecision may be due
to imperfect trace collection methods, or overhead reduction.
Both the observed trace and the trace model are abstractions of the monitored system’s execution and can only contain
some of the runtime information. For instance, the trace can
contain information on the internal state of the program
or notifications that some events occurred in the program
(or both). Not exclusive of the previous option, the monitor
can also process the input and output information from
a transformational program2. Finally, the trace can contain
time-continuous information in the form of a signal, which
may be captured as a closed-form expression or by discrete
sequence of samples.
The runtime information received by the monitor represents an evaluation of the monitored system’s state. This
2 A transformational program is a program that takes some input,
processes it, delivers some output, and terminates (e.g., a compiler); as
opposed to an interactive or a reactive program.
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Fig. 7: Mind map for the trace part of the taxonomy
information can correspond to an identified point in time (or
at a program location) or a time interval.

3.6 Interference
The interference part of the taxonomy (see Figure 1) characterises RV frameworks as invasive or non-invasive.
In general, a non-invasive RV framework is impossible
due to the observer effect. However, in reality the level
of monitor interference can be seen as a spectrum. The
interference can amount to the induced overhead (time or
memory wise) or by a modification of the RAM layout or CPU
scheduling. There are two sources of interference of an RV
framework with a monitored system. First, how much an RV
framework interferes with the initial system depends on the
effect of the instrumentation applied to the system, which itself
depends on the specification as instrumentation is purposed
mainly to collect a trace. Thus, the quantity of information
in the trace and the frequency at which this information is
collected (depending on the sampling) affects the degree
of instrumentation. Moreover, interference also depends on
the monitor deployment. Offline monitoring is considered
to be less intrusive because the observation made on the
system consists only in collecting observations into a trace;
but it still requires a minimal form of instrumentation. Online
monitoring is considered to be more intrusive to a degree
depending on the coupling between the monitored system and
the monitor. Second, interference with the monitored system
also occurs when actively steering the system.

impact on other aspects of the RV tools. There are numerous
application areas of runtime verification.
We have identified the following (non-exhaustive) categories. First, runtime verification can be used for the purpose
of collecting information about a running system. This includes visualising its execution (e.g., with traces, graphs, or
diagrams), evaluating its runtime performance using metrics
(like execution time, memory consumption, communication,
etc.), and collecting relevant statistics.
Second, runtime verification can be used to perform an
analysis of a running system, usually to complement or in
conjunction with static analysis. Such runtime analysis can
focus on verifying the system (e.g., with respect to requirements, properties, or goals) to provide security, privacy,
safety, and progress/liveness assurances.
Third, runtime verification can be used to augment software engineering techniques with a rigorous analysis of
runtime information (e.g., by augmenting code coverage [3]).
Fourth, runtime verification can be used to complement
other runtime techniques for finding defects and locating
faults in systems such as testing (e.g., by augmenting unit
testing [61]) and debugging (e.g., by augmenting interactive
debugging [106]).
Finally, leveraging the previous techniques, runtime verification can be used to address the general problem of runtime
failure prevention and reaction, by offering ways to detect faults, contain them, recover from them, and repair the
running system.

4 Classification of Runtime Verification Tools
3.7 Application Areas
We have included application areas as a top-level concept
of the taxonomy (see Figure 1), since it can have a large

In this section we classify a number of RV tools with respect
to the previously introduced taxonomy. The classification
presented here is a revised and substantially extended version
of the classification presented in our previous work [79]. To
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our knowledge, this is the most comprehensive classification
of the existing RV tools.
Tool selection. In our initial classification we considered a set
of well documented and recently developed tools, which are
still actively developed and maintained. We therefore focused
on the tools that participated in the runtime verification
competitions [23,81,139] taking place between 2014 and 2016
and the tools described in papers accepted at the RV-CuBES
workshop [140], which took place in 2017. This led to an initial
selection of 20 tools (14 chosen from the competition and 6
from the workshop) whose classification [79] was based on
our analysis of the tools’ relevant papers and documentation.
In order to validate our classification of the tools and
further extend our tool selection, we have performed a field
study, which aimed to collect the relevant information from
the RV tools’ authors directly. To that end, we have designed a
questionnaire and disseminated it within the RV community.
Questionnaire. Our questionnaire3 consists of seven sections
each corresponding to a major concept in the taxonomy.
Each section contains questions that address its sub-concepts.
Since the version of the taxonomy at the moment of the
questionnaire’s inception may not be general (or specific)
enough to classify all the tools, we allow the tool authors to
provide a custom answer to each question in addition to the
fixed answers (corresponding to the leaves in the taxonomy).
The answers are not exclusive, i.e., the authors can select any
subset of answers including the custom answer. Additionally,
each question can be answered with not applicable if the tool
does not fit that part of the taxonomy.
We consider the fixed answers fitting, while custom and
not applicable answers as non-fitting answers. A tool’s fitness
is the fraction of its questionnaire answers that are fitting.
In total, the questionnaire has 28 questions, where 26 are
multi-choice-multi-answer and 2 free-form questions.
In addition to these questions, for each tool we have
collected its name, references, link to its source code, as well
as the email address of a contact person. Finally, in order to
facilitate further improvements, we allowed the authors to
provide their feedback on the taxonomy as part of a the last
free-form question. We intend to keep the questionnaire open
in order to be able to further revise our classification, add
new tools, and receive feedback on the taxonomy.
Although the questionnaire is open to anyone, we have
initially sent invitations to a targeted group of participants. The
criteria for selecting the initial participants is the following:
– Any contact person for an RV tool (as specified on the
tool’s website)
– Any corresponding author of a paper featuring an RV tool
– Any author of a paper featuring an RV tool, with corresponding authors not specified
3 Available at https://forms.gle/mUiTZK3egSPr3Wsd9
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– Any program committee member of the RV conference
in the last 3 years
The list of RV tools4 used as a basis for deriving the list of
participants has been initially created during the Dagstuhl
seminar 17462 [95] and further populated by recursively
considering all the tools referenced in the related work sections
of tools’ relevant papers.
Classification procedure. During the classification, we have
followed an iterative procedure that alternated between the
questionnaire’s result analysis and the taxonomy refinement.
We have started from the existing classification [79] and
unified it with the results of the questionnaire, ensuring that
we can distinguish the data that came from the tool authors
directly. Then, we have checked if each tool belongs to the
general RV setting (as considered in this article) and we have
eliminated those tools that do not. We have then analysed all
the non-fitting answers. Given such an answer, for some tool
and some part of the taxonomy, we read the provided tool
references in order to understand how the tool fits that specific
part of the taxonomy. If there is a fitting answer that the authors
(potentially) misunderstood, we use it instead. Otherwise, we
refine the taxonomy and check if any of the other tools need
to be reclassified with respect to that part of the taxonomy.
Participating tools. The final list of names of 60 participating
tools is shown in the leftmost column of Table 1 along with
(where applicable) hyperlinks pointing to the tools’ website
or the source code. Other columns show tools’ references,
specification formalisms, and the description of the fragment
of the specification formalism directly supported by each
tool. The presented tools’ references are sourced from the
questionnaire participants and from additional information
about the tools that can be found in the competition reports
[23, 81, 139] or the RV-CuBES workshop proceedings [140].
Whenever possible, we denote a specification formalism
with its usual acronym, as used in the corresponding tool’s
references. The tools that only use implicit specifications have
the not applicable (na) symbol in this column.
The rightmost column briefly summarises the supported
fragment of each specification formalism, as reported in the
tool references or author’s answers. Note that this concept is
related to the monitorability/enforceability part of the taxonomy and applies only to the specification formalisms that have
formal semantics. Typically, through the concept of supported
fragments, a tool aims to characterise specifications for which
its decision procedures guarantee some properties, or they are
particularly efficient. Regarding this, some tools implement
special provisions, like syntactic restrictions that characterise
the supported fragment. Other tools analyse the input specification, possibly rewriting it into a supported form, and provide
feedback to the user. Finally, some tools completely delegate
4 Available at https://goo.gl/Mmuhdd#gid=795731900
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Tool

References

Specification formalism

Supported fragment

Adapter
Aerial
AgMon/EgMon
ARTiMon
AVA, BCT, and Radar
BeepBeep 3
Block-based atomicity checker
(BBAC)
Breach

[47, 48]
[26, 27, 32, 33]
[108, 109]
[132, 133]
[13, 118, 124–126]
[91, 92]
[165]

µHML
MTL, MDL
MTL
ARTiMon language
method pre- & post-conditions and FSM
LTL-FO+, LoLA 1.0, QEA
na

Safety fragment of µHML
full
bounded future modalities
bounded future modalities
full
full
na

[66, 67]

parametric STL

Commit-node atomicity checker
(CNAC)
Contract Larva
CPSDebug
CRL
DANA
DecentMon
DejaVu

[164]

na

Online monitoring supports a limited parametric STL
na

[75]
[25]
[44–46, 127]
[70]
[36, 55]
[96, 98–100]

DEA
STL
Chronicle language
Layered reference model
LTL
QTL

detectEr
E-ACSL

[10, 11, 50, 84]
[63, 152]

Eagle
GREP

[15, 16, 86]
[142]

HYDRA
InterAspect
JavaMOP

[134, 135]
[151]
[107, 119]

JPaX
jUnitRV
Larva
LogFire
LogScope
MarQ
Modbat
MonPoly
Montre
MTLMapReduce (MTL-MR)
Mufin
nfer
OpenJML

[102–105]
[61, 62]
[56–58]
[94]
[17, 18, 90]
[14, 136, 138]
[8, 9]
[28–31]
[157, 160, 161]
[38, 39]
[60]
[110–112]
[53]

OptySim
Orchids
ParTraP
Proactive Libraries

[65, 145]
[88, 89, 123]
[42, 51]
[143, 144]

Reelay
RiTHM
RML
RMOR
R2U2
RTC
RuleR
RV-Monitor
SOLOIST-ZOT
StateRover
STePr
StreamLAB
Striver
TemPsy-Check
THEMIS
TimeSquare
TiPEX
TraceContract
VALOUR

[158, 159]
[43, 122]
[6, 7]
[93]
[121, 141, 149]
[120]
[20]
[117]
[37, 40, 41]
[71]
[82]
[87]
[68, 69]
[73, 74]
[59]
[128, 129]
[19]
[12]

full
full
full
full
full
Closed formulas and finitely quantified variables in rigid predicates
µHML
Safety and co-safety fragments of µHML
E-ACSL
Summarised in the implementation status
section of the tool’s website
Eagle
full
Timed automata
Timed languages described without using the
clock difference
MTL, MDL
bounded future modalities
Regular expressions
full
MOP plugins (LTL, FSM, ERE, CFG, full
SRS, ptCaReT)
JPaX
full
TDL
full
DATEs
full
LogFire DSL
full
LogScope
full
QEA
full
Scala assertions
na
MFOTL with aggregations
Safety fragment of MFOTL
TRE
full
MTL
full
Projection Automata
full
nfer
full
JML
Summarised in the features section of the
tool’s website
LTL, Assertions
full
Orchids specific
full
ParTraP
full
Edit Automata with domain-specific ex- full
tensions
MTL, Regular expressions
Past MTL and Classical REs
LTL3
LTL3 without the next operator
RML
deterministic specifications
RMOR language
full
MTL, MLTL
bounded future modalities
na
na
RuleR
full
MOP (see JavaMOP)
full
SOLOIST
propositional fragment
UML statechart assertions
na
Scala-internal DSL
full
RTLola
full
Striver
full
TemPsy
full
LTL, Automata
full
CCSL
full
Timed automata
full
TraceContract DSL
full
Valour Script & Rules
na

Table 1: Details of the classified tools
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specification analysis to the user who needs to ensure that the
tool is invoked with the appropriate specification. Typically,
tools that support custom DSLs fall into this category and
therefore we write that they support the full specification
formalism. We do not classify the tools according to this criterion, but only report on the specific fragments, if they exist.
The authors of the MINT [163] tool have participated
in the questionnaire. However, after reviewing their answers
and the provided references, we have decided to exclude the
tool from the final version of the classification. MINT is used
for specification mining and iterative test-generation, which
does not fit the scope of runtime verification, as defined in
this article. Another indication that the tool is not suitable
for classification is its fitness of 62%, which is significantly
lower than the average tool fitness of 82%. Once the authors
extend MINT to be applicable for online failure detection,
which is stated as future work [163], we would be happy to
reclassify the tool appropriately.
A similar concern applies in the case of the nfer tool,
which we decided to keep in the classification. In addition to
the specification mining, nfer can perform runtime verification
tasks. This is confirmed by its fitness, which is 92%.
We have also eliminated the eAOP tool (fitness 69%). Indeed, an aspect-oriented programming framework can be used
to perform RV tasks, but the monitors must be explicitly written. In our classification eAOP tool is subsumed by Adapter
and detectEr tools, which are implemented using eAOP.
Finally, tools AVA, BCT, and Radar share many common
characteristics and are often used together, hence they are
also classified together.
Classification results. The classification of all the tools is
given in Tables 3 and 4 with the acronyms described in Table 2.
We leave a more detailed discussion of the classification for
the next section. The classification also exists as a living
document5 and we welcome comments from the community,
which we aim to incorporate both in the taxonomy and in the
classification as our work continues.
The classification non-uniformly instantiates levels for
different parts of the taxonomy. We omit parts of the taxonomy that are too abstract to be properly instantiated for
the participating tools (e.g., system model and monitorability/enforceability), or if only one tool differs from all the
others (e.g., THEMIS is the only tool that supports organising
specifications in a decentralised manner).
The classification also refines the taxonomy. For instance,
software instrumentation is refined based on its implementation (via AspectJ [113], Java reflection, eAOP [49], JTrek [52],
native VM tracing, or the Xposed framework [2]). We also
instantiate concrete implicit specifications and provide a more
detailed description of the tools’ decision procedures, whenever the tools’ authors or references provide such information.
5 Available at https://goo.gl/Mmuhdd
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Besides the taxonomy-related values specified in Table 2,
the cells in Tables 3 or 4 may contain values “all”, or “none”
indicating that the tool supports all, or none of the features
defined by that part of the taxonomy. Value “na” states that
this part of the taxonomy is not applicable to the tool, while
“?” means that there is insufficient information about the tool
to establish a definitive classification. The Fitness column
shows the fitness of the tools based solely on the questionnaire
answers. If there are multiple entries for the same tool, we
report the tool’s average fitness. We discuss how the final
classification diverges from the authors’ answers in Section 5.
Tools whose authors participated in the questionnaire have the
X symbol in the Author’s input column, while the others have
the × symbol and the fitness measure does not apply to them.
Threats to validity. Whilst we believe that this is the most
comprehensive classification of existing RV tools to date,
there are three possible threats to its validity.
Firstly, the classified tools are sourced from academic
tools developed within the runtime verification scientific
community. This rules out commercial tools and tools from
other closely-related communities, like databases, stream
processing, and software engineering. Although some of these
tools could fit the taxonomy quite well, the commercial tools
are often badly documented, especially with respect to the
concepts in the taxonomy. Furthermore, other communities
do not share the same terminology with runtime verification,
e.g., it is not usual to use a trace as an abstraction of a system.
Secondly, the classification focused on software monitoring with explicit specifications, which is a prominent research
theme in the runtime verification community. Indeed, we
have attempted to classify some tools that support only implicit specifications and identify themselves as RV tools (e.g.
AdressSanitizer [150] or iflowTYPES.js [148]). Whilst such
tools can be categorised in the taxonomy, their classification
remains very coarse (with up to 30% fitness) and therefore
such tools are not the focus of the classification. In general,
this suggests that some areas of the taxonomy may require a
refinement in the future, but also that these refinements will
be orthogonal to the work presented here.
Lastly, the classification does not cover all known RV
tools. Such tools are not classified due to authors’ decision not
to participate in the questionnaire. Still, within our defined
scope, the coverage of tools is extensive.
5 Discussion
This section makes some observations about the taxonomy and
the classification. We also discuss our classification process
and provide details on particularly difficult classification cases.
We believe that this section contributes to the provenance of
the current state of the classification and can serve a list of
initial discussion points for the further taxonomy refinements.
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Values
Specification

implicit

data
output
logical time
physical time
modality
paradigm

ms = memory safety,
at = atomicity,
dmz = division or modulo by zero,
ao = arithmetic overflows, bc = large bit shifts,
dc = illegal downcasts, tc = illegal typecasts
p = propositional, s = simple parametric, c = complex parametric
sng(_) = a single _, seq(_) = a sequence of _, v = verdict, w = witness, r = robustness
tot = total order, par = partial order
di = discrete, de = dense, none = no time
f = future and current, p = past and current, c = current
d = declarative, o = operational
Monitor

generation
execution
properties of the
decision procedure

e = explicit, i = implicit
i = interpreted, d = direct
s = soundness, c = completeness, i = impartiality, a = anticipation

stage
synchronisation
architecture
placement
instrumentation

on = online, off = offline
sync = synchronous, async = asynchronous
c = centralised, d = decentralised
out = outline, in = inline,
sw = software, swAJ = software with AspectJ, swRF = software with reflection,
swEA = software with eAOP, swJT = software with JTrek,
swVM = software with VM tracing, swEX = software with Xposed framework

Deployment

Interference
Interference

in = invasive, ni = non-invasive
Reaction

active
passive

ex = exception, r = recovery, ro = rollback, en = enforcement
so = specification output, e = explanations, st = statistics
Trace

information
sampling
evaluation
precision
model

e = events, s = states
et = event-triggered, tt = time-triggered
p = points, i = intervals
p = precise, i = imprecise
f = finite trace model, i = infinite trace model
Application area

Application area

pv = property verification, fp = failure prevention & reaction,
td = testing and debugging, cq = information collection & querying
General
all = all features supported, none = no features supported
na = not applicable, ? = insufficient information

Table 2: Abbreviations used in Tables 3, 4, and 5.

sng(v)
sng(v)
sng(v)
sng(v, w)
sng(v, w)
sng(v)
sng(v, w)
seq(v, w)

p
s
c
c
s
s
c
s

df, nd
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

sng(v)
sng(v)
seq(v)
sng(w)
sng(w)

c
p
p
c
s

JPaX
jUnitRV
Larva
LogFire
LogScope
MarQ
Modbat
MonPoly

Eagle
GREP
HYDRA
InterAspect
JavaMOP

none
none
none
ms, dmz,
ao, dc
none
none
none
none
none

DecentMon
DejaVu
detectEr
E-ACSL

s
s
p
c

na

s

sng(v)
seq(v)
sng(v)
sng(v)

at
none
at
none
none
none
none

BBAC
Breach
CNAC
Contract Larva
CPSDebug
CRL
DANA

p
s
c
c

c

none

na
seq(v,w,r)
na
sng(v)
seq(w)
seq(v,w)
seq(v)

seq(v)

s
p
p
s
c

none
none
none
none
none

na

none
seq(v)
seq(v)
seq(v)
sng(w)

data

Adapter
Aerial
AgMon/EgMon
ARTiMon
AVA, BCT, and
Radar
BeepBeep 3

implicit

output

Tool

properties

paradigm

modality

logical
na
de
na
de
de
di
all

na
f
na
all
f
f
all

na
d
na
o
d
d
o

all
f
all
na
all

tot none all
tot none f
tot de f
tot all all
tot all f
tot all f
par none c
tot all all

tot all
tot de
tot di
na na
tot none
d
d
o
all
all
o
o
d

d
o
d
d
all

tot none f d
tot none p d
all none f d
na na p all

par
tot
par
tot
par
tot
all

tot none all all

generation

s, c, i
?
?
all
all
s, i, a
na
s, c, i

s, c, i
all
s, i
s, c
?

s, c
all
all
s, c

c
?
c
s, c, i
s, c
?
all

execution
stage
on all
all sync
on sync
all sync
off na

all
e
e
i
e
i
na
i

e
e
i
e
e

i
e
e
e

architecture
c
c
c
c
c

d
d
d
d
i
i
d
i

i
i
i
i
d

i
d
d
d

c na
sw
c ? none
c na
sw
c in
sw
c na
sw
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Table 3: Classification of participating tools (part 1).
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Table 4: Classification of participating tools (part 2).
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Reelay
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5.1 General Remarks and Underdeveloped Taxonomy Parts
Here we discuss some general observation on the sample of
tools that were classified according to our taxonomy. We also
discuss details and differences between the tools that are not
properly captured by the taxonomy due to its generality.
Specification. The majority of the classified tools use explicit specifications. Among them, the majority considers
totally-ordered logical time. There is an even split between
propositional and parametric tools and between the tools with
different approaches to physical time.
Among the tools supporting implicit specifications, only
BBAC, CNAC, and RTC tools do not additionally support
some form of explicit specification. Such tools are hard to
classify according to the concepts related to the explicit
specification. Tools that support both types of specification
are E-ACSL, JPaX, and OpenJML.
Regarding the data support in explicit specifications,
there is an (almost) uniform presence of the tools that support
propositional, simple parametric, and complex parametric
specifications. Note that in our classification we assume that
the support for complex objects as parameters subsumes
the support for simple (primitive) parameters, which in turn
subsumes the support for propositions. We normalised questionnaire answers with respect to this assumption.
Most of the tools use discrete time domain in their specification formalism, with 10 tools using both discrete and dense
time domains. Some tools that use discrete time (e.g., Reelay)
interpret the received observations as if (implicitly) separated
by a unit of physical time. Others (e.g., Aerial) use explicit
timestamps, assumed available in the input. Unfortunately, our
taxonomy does not distinguish between these two ways of interpreting physical time. In general, the concept of physical time
should be extended beyond only considering how the tool’s
specification formalism defines the time domain. It should additionally describe how the tool handles time in practice. The
current taxonomy is imprecise as, for instance, we assume that
tools working with the dense time domains use an appropriate
dense time approximation in their implementations.
Tools DANA, Eagle, LogScope, MarQ, Orchids, and
RuleR use a time domain based on the data they read from
the trace. We therefore decided to classify them as working
with both discrete and dense time domains.
For the physical time, which is explicitly available in the
form of timestamps, it is worth noting when it was measured.
Such a concern is widely known in stream processing, which
distinguishes between various moments when the input of
a stream processor is tagged with physical time. In the RV
setting, if an observation is tagged at the moment of its
occurrence within the monitored system, it is tagged with
its creation time. This corresponds to event time in stream
processing terminology [5]. If an observation is tagged when
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it is sent to the monitor, it is tagged with its emission time.
Outline RV tools that do not provide their own instrumentation
often assume that their input contains either the creation or
emission times. The RV tools that do not receive timestamped
observations, tag them either with their ingestion time (i.e.,
the time an observation is received), or with their processing
time (i.e., the time when an observation is first used in the
monitor’s internal computation). Our taxonomy is not refined
to include this distinction, although some classified tools
differ with respect to this concept.
The distinction between operational and declarative specification languages results in two sets of tools of roughly the
same size. A total of 10 tools supports both paradigms.
Monitor. Some parts of the taxonomy were fairly straightforward to complete (e.g., deployment), whereas others were
more controversial. The most discussed part of the taxonomy
was the monitor concept as the term “monitor” is highly
overloaded in the RV community and many approaches do
not explicitly define the notion of a monitor. In the end, we
decided to split monitor generation from its execution, as
there is not necessarily a close link between the two concepts.
Although each tool uses custom realisations of its decision procedures, many of the tool authors opted for the (more
generic) fixed answer (e.g., analytical, automata-based, or
rewrite-based) in the questionnaire. This shows that despite
the versatility of the decision procedures, we managed to
achieve a good high-level classification.
Regarding the properties of the decision procedures, we
have to stress that the values reported in the classification
are those provided by the authors. Based on our assessment
of the questionnaire answers, we can conclude that, in most
cases, the authors did not consider the properties as defined
in this article, but rather as they are defined in the respective
tool references. Nevertheless, we decided to include this
information in the classification.
Deployment. The majority of tools are online – it is perhaps
worth observing that RV-Monitor added an offline interface
for the competition. In our previous classification [79] only
one tool was purely offline, while classification in this article
contains 13 such tools.
The exclusively offline tools have na in the synchronisation
column. A larger fraction of the rest of the (online) tools are
synchronous rather than asynchronous.
Unlike in our previous classification [79], this classification contains five tools with a decentralised architecture.
THEMIS tool is the only tool that additionally supports a
decentralised specification formalism. Although initially declared as decentralised by the tool authors, StreamLAB and
Proactive Libraries are classified as centralised, since there is
not enough evidence to support the tools’ decentralised nature.
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Regarding the monitoring placement, outline tools are
more commonly developed. Outline tools are typically domainindependent and designed as general-purpose tools. This is
confirmed by the fact that all tools that do not provide instrumentation (which is problem-specific) are outline. Note
that, according to our taxonomy offline tools do not have a
placement and hence are classified as na with respect to this
criterion. However, our definition of placement allows us to
treat offline tools as outline, since they execute in a separate
memory space from the monitored system.

Interference. The concept of interference is one of the most
underdeveloped parts of the taxonomy. Unfortunately, the
questionnaire answers were mostly fixed, hence not helpful in
refining the taxonomy. The only conclusive trend is that offline
tools that do not provide instrumentation are non-invasive.

Reaction. Almost all the tools provide some form of output,
which we classify as a passive reaction. In our classification
we see that the offline tools do not provide active reaction,
which means that there is a relation between these two major
concepts in our taxonomy. Based on our classification GREP,
Proactive Libraries, and TiPEX are the only tools that provide
full specification enforcement. Besides active reaction, some
of these tools provide a passive output as well. For instance
GREP outputs additional feedback on whether the outcome
of the enforcement was successful.
Other RV tools that allow for some form of active reaction
either stop the system with an exception or call some of
the recovery routines. Contract Larva is the only tool that
allows rolling back of the system to a last correct state.
The authors of Eagle, JPaX, Larva, Orchids, RMOR, and
RuleR provided similar custom answers in the questionnaire.
Namely, they allow for custom user code to be executed upon
specification violation. We decided to classify them as raising
exceptions and we note that our taxonomy is not precise
enough to distinguish whether the exceptions are handled
with pre-defined or user-defined procedures.
The RV tools that exclusively react in a passive way usually
provide the specification output as their output. BeepBeep 3,
DecentMon, ParTraP, StreamLAB, and THEMIS provide
statistics, while Breach, CPSDebug, InterAspect, JavaMOP,
LogFire, LogScope, Montre, ParTraP, and RV-Monitor provide some form of explanations. Finally, DANA, Modbat,
OpenJML, TraceContract, and VALOUR provide output that
covers all possibilities enumerated in our taxonomy. We note
that, the taxonomy is not exhaustive in this respect, since
some RV tools provide other kinds of output. For instance,
MonPoly checks if its input specification belongs to the monitorable fragment and if not provides feedback to the user.
Such monitoring output is not covered by our taxonomy.
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Trace. Another area that was difficult for the classification
effort was the relation between the trace model and the
observed trace. It would be wrong to conflate the two, however
often these concepts overlap. On the other hand, many tools
do not formally express the notion of a trace, which makes
this part of the classification significantly harder.
Almost all the tools consider events as observations and
use event-triggered sampling. ARTiMon, DecentMon, EACSL, Montre, RiTHM, and THEMIS tools only consider
states. Some event-triggered tools support timers (e.g., Larva),
hence we also consider them to use time-triggered sampling.
All tools monitor precise traces and a significant majority
evaluates specifications over observations made at individual
time points. Tools ARTiMon, Breach, CPSDebug, Montre,
nfer, and Reelay evaluate specifications over observations
coming from time intervals, with Reelay performing the
evaluation over both time points and intervals in the trace.
The trace part of our taxonomy focuses on the characteristics of a single trace. This excludes parts of the runtime
verification community that deal with hyperproperties, i.e.,
properties of sets of traces. This may explain why no RV tools
for hyperproperties such as RVHyper [83] participated in our
questionnaire. On the other hand, the same characteristics
of traces (e.g., denoting which information they carry and
how they are evaluated) apply to sets of traces. Nevertheless, we leave the precise characterisation of RV tools for
hyperproperties within our taxonomy as future work.
Application area. Many of the tools were not developed
with a concrete application area in mind, making this part
of the taxonomy less relevant. However, in cases where an
application exists it is significant. For example, R2U2 is
designed to monitor unmanned aerial vehicles and this is
heavily reflected in the tool’s design.
Although majority of questionnaire answers chose property verification (which is a part of the analysis concept), this
part on the taxonomy is very interesting when refined, especially in certain cases when the application area significantly
influences the tool design.

5.2 Multiple classification entries
During the process of classification, some tools were classified multiple times. Specifically, Aerial, ARTiMon, BeepBeep 3, DANA, detectEr, Larva, LogFire, MarQ, MonPoly,
and TemPsy-Check tools have duplicate entries in the classification, coming either from our previous classification [79]
or from multiple answers provided by the tool authors in the
questionnaire. The classification entries provided by us are
denoted with the × symbol in Table 5 in the Author’s input
column. Otherwise, tool author’s entries are denoted with the
X symbol. All entries in Table 5 are shown in their genuine
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Table 5: Duplicate tool entries encountered during the classification with the custom answers shown in bold.
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form, with custom answers shortened for space reasons and
denoted in bold. The classification discrepancies in cases of
Aerial and MarQ tools are particularly interesting and may
hint at our own inconsistent treatment of the taxonomy, since
we are also the tools’ authors.
All the taxonomy concepts where the multiple classification entries agree were adopted into the final classifications.
The decision procedure properties, interference, and application area concepts are not present in the previous classification [79], hence we simply adopt the new values instead
of the insufficient information (?) symbol for all the tools. In
the case of the non-highlighted concepts where disagreement
exists we adopted the input from the authors.
In some cases the changes in the final classification are
due to normalisation of the classification values explained
previously. For instance, value c in the data column subsumes
the other values and essentially means all. Similarly, value s
subsumes p, hence we write p,s instead. The custom answer
data in the physical time column is replaced with value all.
In the architecture column we changed all all values into
d values, since decentralised tools can be trivially run in a
centralised fashion. If a tool does not provide instrumentation
we classify it with value none, rather than na. In the active
reaction column, offline tools are classified with value na,
since they are not able to perform any active reaction. On
the other hand, online tools that do not provide any active
reaction are classified with a value none. The rest of the cases
we highlighted in grey and we discuss them individually.
The Aerial tool is classified twice by us and the classifications are (mostly) consistent. The tool is designed to be
online, but can be used for offline monitoring as well, which
explains the difference in the stage column. After reviewing
Aerial’s code, we classified it as a synchronous tool. Both
of the original answers ignore synchronisation due to the
misconception that a tool when run as a black box can consume multiple events without explicitly halting to produce
its output. However, this is facilitated by operating system’s
buffers, which have a limited size.
ARTiMon obtains information about timed states from
its input trace, hence we classify its trace information to be
states. The vague custom answers in the reaction part of
the taxonomy led us to review ARTiMon’s documentation.
However, we were unable to find any details about its active
reaction capabilities, nor about configurable passive reaction.
Regarding BeepBeep 3, the sources of the three classification entries are two questionnaire answers by the author and
our previous classification. The main difference between the
two answers from the author is the decision procedure, so we
decided to keep the second (more general) entry in our main
classification and list the two decision procedures explicitly.
We opted to write none for its physical time support, since
this is the trait of the specification language and BeepBeep 3
does not support metric specifications. The generation and
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execution parts of the taxonomy have a very general description, hence understandably they are hard to discern. After
analysing the tool more closely we decided to classified as
implicitly generated and directly executed.
After considering DANA’s documentation, we concluded
that it focuses on events as the source of the trace information
(rather than on both events and states). The tool relies on
stereotyped UML state machines to specify allowed sequences
of events, which are obtained from messages generated by
the system through a mapping defined in the interface and
event definition models [70]. After studying the tool more
closely we decided to classify it as explicitly generated and
directly executed.
We treat detectEr’s partial completeness as completeness,
since the definition of completeness changes for each tool.
Still, we document its specification formalism’s supported
fragment in Table 1.
Larva supports dynamic automata with timers and events
(DATEs) as its specification formalism. Since DATEs are
forward-reading automata, we classify Larva to support future modalities. As for the properties of Larva’s decision
procedure, we did not have enough information to obtain
a definitive classification. We also added the support for
exceptions in Larva’s active reaction classification, which is
consistent with our classification of other tools where authors
provided a similar custom answer. After studying the tool
more closely we decided to classify it as explicitly generated.
Regarding MonPoly, we have classified it to additionally
provide witnesses as a part of its specification output, since
for each verdict it outputs bindings of free variables that
violate the specification. After a closer inspection of the tool,
we realised that MonPoly supports both discrete and dense
physical time. Interestingly, the classification entries from
multiple authors all claimed discrete time support only. We
also classified MonPoly as an implicitly generated monitor,
since it does not explicitly generate code for its input specifications. MonPoly processes events one by one as they arrive
(hence it is event-triggered) and it can be invoked (by means
of a flag) to monitor based on either MFOTL’s finite or infinite
trace semantics. We also adopt a more refined description of
its decision procedure.
Finally, the TemPsy-Check’s companion tool provides
richer passive reaction (e.g., explanations), but not TemPsyCheck itself. Hence, we opt for a more conservative classification. Like in the case of MonPoly, we use a more descriptive
variant of the decision procedure.

5.3 Underpopulated Parts of the Taxonomy
The classification unveils parts of the taxonomy that are not
populated by any tools. We discuss the main ones here and
hypothesise as to why this might be the case.
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Decentralised architecture. Decentralisation seems to be an
area that has not received much attention. It may be due to its
inherent complexity. There may also be inter-dependencies
with the monitoring setting (e.g. the language of interest)
that make such an approach more complex. Furthermore,
the selection of the RV tools based on the participation in
the competitions might have contributed to this topic being
underrepresented: the competitions did not focus on the
distributed setting.

Monitoring states. Only a small number of the tools in our
classification monitor states of a program directly. This could
be a result of the popularity of event-oriented specification
formalisms. It could also be caused by the bias of the RV
community (and thus our classification) towards tools with
explicit specifications, while many of the tools that support
implicit specifications work with state information. We have
remarked this in the paragraph on the threats to validity in Section 4. Nevertheless, our classification provides an interesting
insight: the commonly stated dichotomy between observing
events or states is not reflected in practice. Furthermore, the
distinction between states and events is not always clear: it
is always possible to encode state as a pair of (start and end)
events, while some inline tools allow specifications to directly
query the current runtime state of the monitored system.

Richer reactions. Most tools only provide passive reactions
and the active reactions provided were fairly weak. It would
be interesting to see more work in the areas of enforcement,
recovery, and explanations for declarative specifications.

Hardware instrumentation. All the classified tools either
provide software instrumentation or no instrumentation at all.
We hypothesise that R2U2 has some hardware instrumentation
capabilities due to its application area. However, we have not
received any direct input from the tool’s authors. Besides the
influence of the application area, hardware instrumentation
may arise from the monitor implementation technologies. For
instance, in approaches where monitors are compiled directly
to configurable hardware components.

Monitoring imprecise traces. None of the classified tools
support imprecision in their input traces. Approaches dealing
with some types of imprecision exist. For instance, monitoring
traces with imprecise timestamps [35], or traces with incomplete events or inconsistencies in event sources [34], or even
purposefully omitting events when sampling [155]. Authors
of the tools that support these ideas have not participated in
our questionnaire.
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5.4 Relation to the Previous Taxonomy
We briefly compare our taxonomy to the previous most complete taxonomy for runtime verification [64]. The context of
this taxonomy is slightly different as their focus was softwarefault monitoring. We have chosen to focus more on issues
related to the monitoring of explicit specifications and include
fewer operational issues. Delgado et al. identify four top-level
concepts: Specification, Monitor, Event-Handler, and Operational Issues. Below we summarise the most significant
differences in each area.
Specification. In the previous taxonomy the focus is more
on the kind of property being captured (e.g. safety) and the
abstraction at which the property is captured (e.g. whether it
directly refers to implementation details). There is little discussion on handling of data or modalities (although one concept
is language type which may be algebra, automata, logic, or
HL/VHL). They also consider which parts of a program are
(or can be) instrumented as part of the specification.
Monitor. Here, Delgado et al. again focus on the instrumentation, which this article does not consider in depth. We rather
tend to draw a clear line between instrumentation and monitoring. They differentiate whether instrumentation is manual
or automatic. The key observation here is that they view
placement slightly differently, as they classify monitoring
occurring using different resources (e.g. running in a different
process) as offline. We refer to [24] for a discussion on the
recent alternatives when considering instrumentation.
Event-Handler. This concept corresponds to our concept of
reaction and its sub-concepts are subsumed by ours.
Operational issues. This is a concept that we have not considered in our taxonomy. It focuses on different source program
types, i.e., the types of tools that can work in limited operational environments. For example, it is relevant whether an RV
tool only works with a monitored system written in Java, or
with a particular dependency available (e.g., a specific piece
of hardware). This concept emphasises the overall maturity
and usability of an RV tool.
While we think that our taxonomy would benefit from
such a concept, the classification of RV tools would become
significantly more difficult. In practice, we found that many
RV tools are actively developed and data relevant for this
concept may quickly become outdated.
Application areas. The chosen categories in the application
areas part of the taxonomy are somewhat subjective and
should be thought as examples. A rigorous classification of
application areas for runtime verification is out of the scope
of this article. We refer to [147] for a recent discussion on
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the future challenges of runtime verification in various application areas categorised as distributed systems, hybrid and
embedded systems, hardware, security and privacy, transactional information systems, contracts and policies, and huge,
reliable or approximated domains.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have introduced a taxonomy for classifying runtime verification tools and used it to classify 60 tools. To our knowledge,
this is the most comprehensive classification of existing
runtime verification tools.
We believe that the proposed taxonomy and the classification activity carried out in this article are important
for a number of reasons. Firstly, the taxonomy fixes shared
terminology and dimensions for discussing RV tools – it is
very important that the community has a shared language for
what it does. Secondly, the classification exercise gives an
overview of comparable tools, making it more straightforward
to identify the tools against which new contributions should
be compared. Additionally, the taxonomy can help shape
evaluation and benchmark activities in general, in particular
the design of competitions. Finally, we believe this kind of
activity can identify interesting directions for future research,
in particular in underpopulated areas of the taxonomy.
We consider our work ongoing and plan to continue
refining the proposed taxonomy and extending the tool classification with new tools. We are also working on a visualisation
tool that would provide an easier way to interactively browse,
update, and extend the taxonomy and the classification.
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